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ABSTRACT
We report spatially-resolved [C II]λ158µm observations of HE 0433–1028, which is the first detection
of a nearby luminous AGN (redshift 0.0355) with FIFI-LS onboard the airborne observatory SOFIA. We
compare the spatially-resolved star formation tracers [C II], as provided by our SOFIA observations,
and Hα from MUSE optical integral-field spectroscopy. We find that the [C II] emission is mainly
matching the extended star formation as traced by the extinction-corrected Hα line emission but some
additional flux is present. While a larger sample is needed to statistically confirm our findings and
investigate possible dependencies on AGN luminosity and star formation rate, our study underlines
the necessity of collecting a spatially-resolved optical-FIR dataset for nearby AGNs, and shows that it
is technically feasible to collect such datasets with FIFI-LS onboard SOFIA.
Keywords: galaxies: active — galaxies: individual: HE 0433-1028 — galaxies: starburst
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The [C II] fine-structure line of singly ionized carbon
at 157.74µm is one of the brightest emission lines in the
far-infrared and a main cooling line in the interstellar
medium and photon-dominated regions (PDR, Hollen-
bach & Tielens 1999). Many studies show a correlation
between the [C II] line and the star formation rate (SFR)
in nearby galaxies (e.g. Stacey et al. 1991; Boselli et al.
2002; De Looze et al. 2014; Herrera-Camus et al. 2015).
While the optical hydrogen recombination line Hα, an-
other popular star formation rate tracer, is shifted out
of the near-infrared at z & 2, the [C II] line shifts to the
sub-mm at higher redshift (z & 4, and even z & 1.5 in
ALMA band 10) where it can be observed with large in-
terferometers like ALMA or NOEMA at unprecedented
sensitivity and resolution, therefore becoming a power-
ful diagnostic for star formation in high-redshift galaxies
(e.g. Stacey et al. 2010).
Although the correlation between the [C II] line and
the SFR for normal star-forming galaxies is relatively
tight, some scatter exists (∼ 0.2 dex, Herrera-Camus
et al. 2015) and indicates a mix of different excitation
mechanisms in individual galaxies. Of particular inter-
est is which influence the active galactic nucleus (AGN)
has on the [C II] luminosity: Luminous AGNs have a
strong radiation field that is in some cases able to dom-
inate the ionization of the ISM even out to kiloparsec
scales (e.g. Scharwa¨chter et al. 2011; Husemann et al.
2013) and could therefore contribute to the excitation of
C+ as well. On the other hand, very luminous infrared
sources seem to have relatively weaker [C II] luminosities
(“C II deficit”). It is still an open question what is the
main driver of this C II deficit (e.g. Smith et al. 2017).
Possible explanations for a C II deficit to occur close to
the AGN include dust heating by the AGN (e.g. Luhman
et al. 2003; Gracia´-Carpio et al. 2011) or carbon overion-
ization due to X-rays (e.g. Langer & Pineda 2015; ?). A
reliable baseline needs to be established at low redshift.
While some nearby low-luminosity AGN are included in
e.g. the KINGFISH survey (Herrera-Camus et al. 2015;
Smith et al. 2017), the influence of luminous AGN, as
they are ubiquitous at higher redshift, on the calibration
of the [C II]-SFR relation needs to be investigated.
Spatially and spectrally resolved analysis is a powerful
way to distinguish between extended and central point
source emission to estimate the impact of the galactic
nucleus. However, this kind of study has not yet been
attempted due to the lack of high-spatial and -spectral
resolution observations of reference star formation in-
dicators. The Close AGN Reference Survey (CARS,
www.cars-survey.org, Husemann et al. 2017) comprises
a spatially-resolved multiwavelength dataset of nearby
(0.01 < z < 0.06) luminous AGNs that are ideal as a
bridge between the well-studied local AGN population
and more distant quasi-stellar objects (QSOs, Bertram
et al. 2007; Busch et al. 2016). It therefore provides a ref-
erence data set for high-redshift galaxies and also offers a
range of AGN luminosities (Lbol ∼ 1043−1045.5 erg s−1)
that allows for a statistical analysis of possible devia-
tions from the [C II]-SFR relation as a function of the
AGN luminosity.
In this letter, we report the first spatially-resolved
detection of [C II] line emission in a nearby luminous
AGN with the airborne Stratospheric Observatory For
Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA, Young et al. 2012). We
test the [C II]-SFR relation in the presence of a bright
AGN by comparing spatially-resolved [C II] emission
with respect to Hα as a reference SFR indicator. HE
0433–1028 is a strongly barred spiral galaxy at a redshift
of z = 0.0355 and an AGN luminosity of 4×1044 erg s−1.
Adopting a cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1,
ΩM = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7, the redshift corresponds to
a luminosity distance of DL = 157.4Mpc and a scale of
0.707 kpc/′′.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. FIFI-LS far-infrared 3D spectroscopy
The Field-Imaging Far-Infrared Line Spectrometer
(FIFI-LS, Klein et al. 2010; Fischer et al. 2018) on-
board the flying telescope SOFIA is an integral-field
spectrograph working at far-infrared wavelengths. The
AGN HE 0433-1028 was observed on 2016 March 1 at
a pressure altitude of 39000 feet, with an on-source
total exposure time of 25.6min. We used the red chan-
nel centered on the [C II]λ157.7µm line (redshifted
with z = 0.0355), providing a spectral coverage from
162.8µm to 163.9µm. In this mode, the array consists
of 5×5 pixels with a pixel size of 12′′ × 12′′ each. The
spectral resolution is R ≈ 1200 or 250 km s−1 at this
wavelength.
Chop-subtraction, flat correction, telluric correction,
flux calibration and spectral rebinning is performed by
the instrument pipeline. Before spatial rebinning, we
calculate and subtract the remaining background in each
exposure and spatial position by calculating a weighted
average of the spectral region around the expected emis-
sion line. In this process we also calculate the standard
deviation. In the next step, we replace NaN-values in
the spectrum with white noise with the previously calcu-
lated standard deviation. This ensures a constant noise
over the whole spectral range. The spatial alignment
and rebinning to a pixel size of 12′′ × 12′′ is done with
a Drizzle algorithm (Fruchter & Hook 2002).
While coadding the drizzled cubes, we realized that
not all cubes have the same quality. We therefore de-
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cided to observe how the S/N of the line detection be-
haves while adding more cubes. It became apparent
that only during the second half of the observation, the
increase of S/N with cumulative exposure time texp fol-
lowed the expected relation S/N ∝ √texp. During the
first half of the observations, the S/N stayed constant
over time on a low level. We therefore concluded that
the cubes observed during the first half were not use-
ful due to technical or weather influence (higher line-of-
sight water vapour forecasted at the beginning of flight
leg) and only coadded the second half. This left us with
25 accepted and 25 rejected frames, resulting in an ef-
fective exposure time of about 13min.
Figure 1 (bottom panel, blue line) shows the result-
ing FIFI-LS spectrum integrated in the central aperture
with radius 18′′, which roughly corresponds to the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the point-spread
function (PSF) of the SOFIA telescope. In orange, we
show the scaled Hα line (see below), integrated over the
same aperture. Beforehand, the MUSE Hα datacube
was smoothed and regridded to match the spatial reso-
lution of SOFIA and spectral resolution of FIFI-LS (see
also Sect. 3). In the top panel, we show the line pro-
files of H I (Nanc¸ay radio telescope, Davoust & Contini
2004), CO(1-0) (ALMA, T. Davis, priv. comm.) and
Hα, and overlay in red a synthetic spectrum of the atmo-
spheric transmission created with Atran1 (Lord 1992).
The CO and Hα spectra were extracted over the same
area as the [C II] observation, while the H I observation
had a much larger beam of several arcmin. We see that
there is a strong absorption feature at 163.5µm but we
do not expect any emission in neutral and ionized gas at
the velocity of this feature. However, this feature might
cause strong residuals in the [C II] emission. We there-
fore decide to mask this spectral region (red stripes in
Fig. 1) before fitting a Gaussian function that we show
as a dashed line in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. The fitted
[C II] line has a signal-to-noise of ∼18. The line width
is FWHM≈ 380 km s−1 (290 km s−1 after correcting for
instrumental resolution) and the peak velocity of the
[C II] emission coincides with that of the Hα line within
. 30 km s−1. This demonstrates FIFI-LS ability to de-
tect extragalactic sources, and extends SOFIA’s scope
from sources in the immediate Galactic neighborhood to
nearby galaxies and AGNs.
2.2. MUSE optical 3D spectroscopy
Optical integral-field spectroscopy with the Multi-
Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE; Bacon et al. 2010)
is available from CARS. HE 0433-1028 was observed
1 https://atran.sofia.usra.edu/
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Figure 1. Bottom panel: FIFI-LS spectrum integrated in
an aperture with radius 18′′ (blue line), approximately cor-
responding to the FWHM of the PSF. A region masked in
the fit because of low atmospheric transmission is marked
with red stripes. A Gaussian fit of the [C II] line, which has
a signal-to-noise of ∼18, is shown in dashed lines. The or-
ange spectrum shows the expected line profile, based on Hα
observations. Top panel: Integrated H I, CO(1-0) and Hα
line profile. A synthetic spectrum of the atmospheric trans-
mission from Atran is overplotted in red. It is apparent
that no emission is expected in the spectral region with low
atmospheric transmission.
in December 2014 with a total on-source integration
time of 600 seconds. The reduction with the standard
ESO pipeline Weilbacher et al. (2012) results in a data
cube with a large field-of-view (FOV) of 1′ × 1′ which
matches the FIFI-LS FOV. The spatial scaling is 0.′′2
per spaxel (spatial pixel) and the wavelength coverage
is 4750− 9300 A˚ with a spectral resolution of R = 2500
(∼110 km s−1) at the wavelength of the Hα line.
The tool QDeblend3D makes use of the fact that HE
0433-1028 is an unobscured AGN and the broad-line
region appears point-like. By combining spatial and
spectral information, it is possible to deblend central
point-like and extended emission in an iterative process
(Husemann et al. 2014). In a next step, the stellar con-
tinuum was subtracted and optical emission lines were
fitted with Gaussian functions across the cube. Us-
ing the Balmer decrement Hα/Hβ, extinction correc-
tion was then performed following the extinction law of
Cardelli et al. (1989). Figure 2 (left) shows a map of
the extinction-corrected Hα extended emission with the
i-band continuum emission overlayed as contours.
Afterwards we analyze the excitation mechanisms of
the ionized gas across the galaxy. We show the BPT
diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981), which uses the ratios of
nearby optical emission lines to distinguish the ioniza-
4 Busch et al.
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Figure 2. Left: AGN subtracted and extinction corrected Hα flux map, that traces the star formation in the galaxy with high
resolution. i-band continuum emission is overlayed in red contours. The Hα emission shows an elongated distribution since
the star formation regions are mostly situated within the stellar bar. Middle: Optical BPT-diagram (with division lines from
Kewley et al. 2001; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Cid Fernandes et al. 2010) showing the ionization mechanisms of the nebular gas
on a spaxel-to-spaxel basis. The AGN fraction is color-coded with red being purely excited by AGN and blue purely by star
formation. Right: Map of the AGN fraction, with Hα contours overlayed. The flux in each pixel of HaMap is lowered by the
respective AGN fraction to resemble the extended emission based on star formation.
tion mechanism of nebular gas, in Fig. 2, middle panel.
In the diagram, we fit a straight mixing line in linear-
linear space. The H II and narrow-line region AGN basis
spectra are the ones with line ratios closest to the mini-
mal and maximal points of this line. Assuming that all
spectra are a linear combination of the H II and AGN
basis spectra, we can now derive the AGN and star form-
ing fraction (Davies et al. 2016). The color-coding shows
the AGN fraction for each pixel. The right panel shows
the AGN fractions in the map. The Hα flux in each
pixel is then lowered by the respective AGN fraction.
This leaves us with an AGN subtracted Hα map which
is representative of the extended star formation.
3. MODELING THE [C II] EMISSION
With the available FIFI-LS data we can spatially dis-
tinguish between the central region that might be influ-
enced by the AGN and the star formation along the bar.
In Fig. 3, fourth panel, we show the flux distribution of
the [C II] line, which we derive by summing up the spec-
tra on a spaxel-by-spaxel basis between 163.2µm and
163.43µm. The first value was chosen based on the Hα
spectrum and the fit described in Sect. 2.12, the latter
value was chosen to avoid the atmospheric absorption
feature (see Fig. 1). We correct for missing flux in this
wing by applying a correction factor of 1.5 which was
derived from the integrated spectrum by comparing the
total flux in the Gaussian with the flux derived when
2 We confirmed that changing the starting value to e.g.
163.1µm leads to the same results within the uncertainties.
summing only in the mentioned interval. The result-
ing map resembles the elongated structure of the star
forming regions in the bar, as visible in the Hα map in
Fig. 2 (left), which has a length of about 30′′ (∼20 kpc).
When considering only pixels with S/N> 3, we find an
extent of almost 1′. However, the length is affected by
beam smearing. To further further quantify this find-
ing, we aim at distinguishing between extended emis-
sion and unresolved point-source contribution. However,
given the small extent of the galaxy (∼30′′) compared to
the spatial resolution of SOFIA (∼13′′), a direct decom-
position seems inadvisable. Instead, we use a forward
modelling approach with the MUSE Hα map as a high
spatial-resolution prior, which is also not affected by
beam-smearing. Our model consists of two components:
extended emission and an unresolved point source.
For the extended emission, HaMap, we use the
extinction-corrected Hα flux map (see Fig. 2) as a prior
for the expected [C II] assuming that both trace the
gas excitation from star formation. We convolve the
Hα map with the spatial resolution of SOFIA’s 2.7m-
telescope (PSF approximated with a Gaussian with
FWHM≈ 12.′′5 at 163.4µm) and apply a spatial rebin-
ning to 12′′ pixel grid as implied by the SOFIA data
with respect to the target coordinates. We stress that
the AGN-host galaxy deblending step as described in
Sect. 2.2 is essential for using the Hα maps as a robust
star formation tracer.
The spatially unresolved component, psfMap, aims
to account for a possible point source contribution to
the [C II] flux. Here we assume a simple 2D Gaussian
model for the point-spread function of the SOFIA tele-
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scope with FWHM ≈ 12.′′5 at the observed [C II] wave-
length. In Fig. 3, first and second panel, we show maps
of the two components, both scaled to the observed map
(fourth panel) by minimizing the least-square error be-
tween observation and model. It becomes apparent that
the emission is extended and a point source is not a good
representation. The scaling factors, when using only sin-
gle components, are a′ = 4.1 for the extended emission
and b′ = 2.6 for the point source model.
The full model is given by a linear combination a ×
HaMap + b × psfMap. Since we normalize both refer-
ence maps to a total flux of 1, the scaling factors a
and b denote the flux of the extended [C II] emission
and the point-source emission respectively, in units of
10−13 erg s−1 cm−2. To find the best-fit parameters of
this model, including their 1σ uncertainties, we use
the Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo code Emcee (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013). Figure 4 is a visualization of the
explored parameter space, the resulting map is shown
in Fig. 3, third panel. The best fit parameters are
a = 6.7 ± 0.7 and b = −2.1 ± 0.5, which indicates that
the extended emission is the dominating component and
an additional small negative point source contribution is
favored by the model.
The total [C II] flux indicated by the model is
4.6 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2, the same as the flux de-
rived from the Gaussian fit of the integrated spectrum.
Comparing with the total extinction corrected Hα flux
of 5.6 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2, we derive a flux ratio of
f[CII]/fHα∼0.8. Assuming a linear L[CII] − LHα rela-
tion, we connect the linear L[CII] − LSFR relation from
Herrera-Camus et al. (2015) with the linear LHα − SFR
relation (Kennicutt & Evans 2012) which leads to a pre-
dicted relation of L[CII] = 1.1×LHα, which is consistent
with our result.
The modeled total [C II] flux corresponds to a [C II]
luminosity of L[CII] = 3.5 × 108 L⊙. Using the cali-
bration of Herrera-Camus et al. (2015), who report a
scatter of ∼0.2 dex, we obtain a star formation rate of
∼ 8.4M⊙ yr−1 which agrees very well with the star for-
mation estimate from the AGN-subtracted and dust-
corrected Hα luminosity of ∼ 8.9M⊙ yr−1 (Kennicutt
& Evans 2012).
Since the magnitude a = 6.7 ± 0.7 of the extended
emission is significantly higher than the magnitude of
the point source contribution b = −2.1 ± 0.5, we con-
clude that the extended emission is the dominating con-
tribution to the [C II] flux. However, as also visible in
the maps in Fig. 3, a point-like contribution is required.
A negative point source contribution could indicate that
the central [C II] emission is reduced in the presence of
an AGN, for example due to overionization of the emit-
ting gas (e.g. Langer & Pineda 2015). Also this could
hint at different star formation rates in bar and bulge,
of which the latter cannot be spatially separated from
an AGN component at the resolution of SOFIA.
In Fig. 3, top row, we show a map of the model to-
gether with maps of the two components separately.
These maps are directly compared to the aforementioned
map of the observed emission.
In Fig. 3, bottom row, we show surface brightnesses
of star formation and [C II] emission. At S/N> 3 (in-
dicated with crosses in the maps), we detect an elon-
gated bar-like structure with an extend of almost one
arcminute. Next to the maps, we place the pixels with
S/N> 3 in the Σ[CII]−ΣSFR relation. It becomes appar-
ent that in the central pixels the [C II] emission follows
the Hα emission and lies on published Σ[CII] − ΣSFR
relations (De Looze et al. 2014; Herrera-Camus et al.
2015). Therefore, we can conclude that, within the
galaxy, [C II] predominantly traces star-formation ex-
cited PDRs. In the North and South of the galaxy, how-
ever, we observe additional [C II] emission that is not
following the Hα and CO emission. We suspect that the
[C II] emission there is tracing the cold neutral medium
(CNM) of which [C II] is the dominant cooling process
and which can be excited by many processes including
the UV background and cosmic rays (e.g. Wolfire et al.
2003). While in the centers of galaxies, PDRs are the
main contributor to [C II], in the outskirts of galaxies,
the CNM can contribute significantly to the [C II] emis-
sion (see e.g. in M33; Kramer et al. 2013). Consistent
with this, the velocities of the emission in these regions
are contained in the spectrum of H I which is the main
tracer of the CNM.
In Fig. 5, we show the position of HE0433-1028 in the
L[CII]/LFIR − LCO(1−0)/LFIR diagram (Stacey et al.
2010, and references therein). The far-infrared lu-
minosity is LFIR = 1.1 × 1011 L⊙ (derived in Moser
et al. 2016) which indicates that the [C II] con-
tributes around 0.5% to the FIR luminosity. The in-
tegrated emission of the 12CO(1–0) transition, mapped
with the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA, T. Davis, priv. comm.), has a flux of
(58.05±1.08) Jy km s−1 which corresponds to a luminos-
ity of LCO = 1.74× 105 L⊙. This is consistent with pre-
vious single-dish CO-observations with the IRAM-30m
telescope (Bertram et al. 2007), yielding a luminosity
of the 12CO(1–0) line of LCO = 1.1 × 105 L⊙ which is
∼30% lower since the galaxy is more extended than the
IRAM-30m beam.
The line ratio between the [C II] and the 12CO(1–0)
line is often used as a diagnostic of the star formation
activity in galaxies. While the [C II] line scales strongly
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Figure 3. From left to right, top row: We compare three different models, only point source, only extended emission and a
combined model, each fitted to the observed [C II] line map from FIFI-LS obtained by integrating over the wavelength interval
from 163.2µm to 163.43µm. It becomes apparent that the line distribution is extended. In the fourth panel we show the
observed [C II] emission line map with contours of Hα from the MUSE cube overlayed in red. In the last panel we show the
signal-to-noise map of our observations. Pixels with S/N> 3 are marked with crosses. Bottom row: Surface brightnesses of star
formation rate and [C II] emission. Spatially-resolved [C II]-SFR relation, with relations from the literature indicated.
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Figure 4. Corner-plot visualization (Foreman-Mackey
2016) of the parameter space explored by our model fitting
procedure. a and b denote the fitted flux of the extended
emission and the point source emission respectively. The his-
tograms show the marginalized posterior distribution of the
parameters, the dashed vertical lines indicate the 1σ con-
fidence intervals. Red lines show the maximum likelihood
parameters.
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Figure 5. Position of HE0433-1028 in the LCO(1−0)/FIR−
L[CII]/LFIR plane compared to datapoints for normal galax-
ies, ULIRGs, galactic star formation regions, galactic nuclei,
and low-metallicity galaxies from Stacey et al. (2010) and
De Breuck et al. (2011) (and references therein). A typical
starburst [C II]/CO line ratio of ∼4000 is indicated.
with the far-UV radiation emitted by young OB stars,
the CO(1–0) stems from better shielded regions. There-
fore, starburst dominated regions show higher [C II]/CO
ratios. Typical ratios of starburst galaxies are of the or-
der of ∼ 4000 and can reach up to a few 104 in extreme
cases but are by a factor of 3 smaller in non-starburst nu-
clei (Stacey et al. 1991). Also, in low metallicity galax-
ies, higher L[CII]/LFIR and L[CII]/LCO ratios than in
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normal galaxies are observed (e.g. Madden 2000; Ro¨llig
et al. 2006) (Cormier et al. 2015) which are explained by
larger C+ emitting regions. For HE0433-1028, we mea-
sure a line ratio of L[CII]/LCO ∼ 2030 which is a typical
value . A more detailed analysis of possible metallic-
ity gradients will be pursued with spatially-resolved CO
data. This underlines the necessity for multiwavelength
observations with high spatial resolution.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we presented integral-field spectroscopy
observations of the [C II] λ158µm emission line of the
nearby luminous AGN HE 0433–1028 at a redshift of
0.0355. This is the first spatially resolved far-infrared
observation of a nearby luminous AGN and the object
with the highest redshift that has been studied with the
airborne observatory SOFIA so far.
Compared to high-z QSOs, HE 0433–1028 is still close
enough to resolve separate star formation regions (Busch
et al. 2015). This makes sources like HE 0433–1028 ideal
targets to analyze a star forming galaxy in the presence
of a strong AGN and study the counterplay of star for-
mation and AGN activity.
We can clearly resolve the elongated structure of the
star forming regions along the large-scale bar. We com-
pare the data to a model which consists of an extended
emission and point source component, both based on a
high-resolution AGN-subtracted Hα-map. The model
fit suggests that the [C II] follows the extended (30′′ ≈
20 kpc) Hα emission, which is excited by star formation.
An additional small negative point source component
is suggested by the model. However, a dependency of
the point source contribution on the AGN luminosity or
other parameters has to be verified with a larger sample.
Previous studies (e.g. Sargsyan et al. 2014) already
suggested that [C II] can serve as a star formation esti-
mator also in AGNs, but only with a precision of ∼ 50%.
However, since they were comparing integrated mea-
surements, it was not clear whether increased scatter
comes from an additional component, associated with
the AGN, or globally different scaling factors between
[C II] and SFR. With our spatially-resolved [C II] obser-
vations and Hα comparison data, we see that in HE0433-
1028 the extended emission of [C II] and Hα are statisti-
cally matching and yield scaling factors consistent with
inactive galaxies, with an additional flux excess North
and South of the bar. While integrated [C II]/CO line
ratios indicate a metallicity typical for normal galaxies,
possible metallicity variations will be analyzed in more
detail with upcoming spatially-resolved optical and CO
measurements.
While the sole purpose of this letter is to demonstrate
the feasibility of spatially resolved analysis of [C II] emis-
sion in nearby luminous AGNs, with reasonable observ-
ing time effort, the upcoming observations of a larger
set of in total five QSOs with different AGN luminosi-
ties from the CARS survey will allow us to probe the
[C II]-SFR connection as a function of AGN luminosity
and SFR.
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